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Abstract
A Modest Proposal is a chamber opera in one act adapted from the 1729 satirical essay of the
same name by Jonathan Swift. The opera’s narrative was developed in close partnership with
Toronto-based Governor-General’s Literary Award-nominated playwright Lisa Codrington,
whom I commissioned to write the libretto. Set in an unnamed city in the present day, the work
explores themes of economic disparity, social class, political power and process, parents and
children, love, anger, and revenge. I integrate musical quotations from (or references to) folk
lullabies and the works of Mahler, Debussy, and Schoenberg to support and enhance the richness
and complexity of the opera’s intertextual meaning. A Modest Proposal is approximately 45
minutes in duration and is scored for three principal voices with a flexible supporting cast of
eight voices (or as few as four, if multiple roles are performed), accompanied by an instrumental
sextet comprised of a bass clarinet (doubling clarinet), horn, violin, violoncello, piano, and
percussion.

Keywords
Music, composition, opera, Canadian opera, chamber music, vocal music, adaptation, satire,
musical quotation, Jonathan Swift.
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“I shall now therefore humbly propose my own thoughts,
which I hope will not be liable to the least objection.”
Jonathan Swift
A Modest Proposal for Preventing the
Children of Poor People in Ireland
from Being a Burden to their Parents
or Country, and for Making Them
Beneficial to the Publick (1729)
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Part I: Score

A Modest Proposal
a chamber opera in one act

Music by Kevin Morse
Libretto by Lisa Codrington
Story by Lisa Codrington and Kevin Morse
Adapted from “A Modest Proposal” (1729) by Jonathan Swift
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TIME:
Now

PLACE:
Inside and outside of City Hall

CHARACTERS:
Beggar Woman (C4-B5, soprano)
Madame Mayor (A3-A5, mezzo-soprano)
Street Meat Vendor (B2-F4, baritone)
Miss, the Mayor’s Assistant (B3-A5, soprano)
The Poor:
Rogue (F4-G5, soprano)
Hustler (Eb4-F5, mezzo-soprano)
The Mayor’s Council:
Financier (Eb3-A4, tenor)
Police Chief (B2-F4, baritone)
Professor (B3-Ab5, mezzo-soprano)
Members of the Press:
Press 1 (E4-Ab5, mezzo-soprano)
Press 2 (F3-E4, baritone)
Security Guards:
Guard 1 (non-singing)
Guard 2 (non-singing)
The Poor, the Mayor’s Council, and the Members of the Press may be
performed by either male or female singers, with octave transposition as
necessary. The roles of the Press may also be sung by a small chorus.
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INSTRUMENTAL ENSEMBLE:
Bass Clarinet in Bb (doubling Clarinet in Bb)
Horn in F
Violin
Violoncello
Piano
Percussion (one player: triangle, crotales, five temple blocks, suspended cymbal,
two cowbells, bass drum, tubular bells, marimba, tam-tam)

PERFORMANCE NOTES:
Trills

Generally begin on the given note, trilling a semitone
above, unless otherwise indicated.

Grace Notes

Should always be played before the beat.

Glissandi (clarinet)

May be executed as the performer is able, through a change
in embouchure.

Glissandi (horn)

May be executed as the performer is able, either by
stopping the instrument with the hand to produce a fall of
approximately one whole tone (preferred), or through a lip
slur/change of embouchure.

Transposed Score

This is a transposed score. Bass Clarinet in Bb sounds a
major ninth lower than written; Clarinet in Bb sounds a
major second lower than written; Horn in F sounds a
perfect fifth lower than written; Crotales sound two octaves
higher than written.
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Part II: Discussion Document
1. Introduction and Overview
This document is a complement to the score for the purpose of providing significant insights into
my opera, A Modest Proposal, and the process of its creation. This introductory section will
discuss the work’s inception, performing forces, and synopsis. It will also outline the main
compositional choices that have guided the writing of the opera, and will identify some of my
musical influences. Subsequent sections will address selected analytic topics, including the use
of musical quotations, formal structure, motivic/melodic material, rhythm, harmony, and
orchestration.

Inception and Development
Jonathan Swift’s 1729 essay, “A Modest Proposal,” in which he suggests that the problems of
poverty and overpopulation in Eighteenth-Century Ireland might be solved by the sale and
consumption of the infants of the poor is widely regarded as the epitome of satire. While not
narrative itself, the essay provides the foundational premise from which a compelling drama can
be constructed (i.e. “What if someone, somewhere, took Swift’s satirical proposal literally?”). In
August 2010 I proposed an adaptation of the Swift essay to actor and playwright Lisa
Codrington, with whom I had worked on several prior operatic projects. After working closely
together to develop the narrative, I independently commissioned the libretto from Codrington,
which was written and revised between September 2010 and January 2011. Work on the score
began in February 2011 and continued through the summer of 2012. Four workshops of the
work-in-progress were held in London, Ontario over the course of the opera’s development.
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I made the deliberate decision, with Codrington, to avoid a historical interpretation of “A Modest
Proposal” in order to allow for an exploration of some of the essay’s universal themes. We
capitalized on Swift’s use of satire and duality of meaning in the libretto and the music, where
what is said (or heard) is often not what is meant. Themes explored in the opera include the role
of class and wealth in the political system; the responsibility of leaders to consider the
implications of their decisions; the complexities of parent-child relationships; love and jealousy;
and the question of what motivates human decision-making. The working-out of some of these
themes will become clear in the synopsis of the opera that follows.

Performing Forces
The opera is scored for three principal singers, eight supporting voices, and instrumental sextet.
Careful consideration was given to the practicalities of performance, particularly the availability
of singers, and for that reason the cast is predominantly female. The supporting roles can almost
all be performed by either men or women (with octave transposition). Selective doubling of roles
will allow the opera to be performed with as few as four supporting singers in addition to the
three principals, for a total cast of seven. Conversely, some roles – such as the Press – can be
sung by a small chorus to allow for a larger cast.

The instrumental sextet that accompanies the singers bears a resemblance to Arnold
Schoenberg’s now-standard “Pierrot” ensemble with the addition of percussion and substitution
of horn for flute.1 Details of vocal ranges and a full list of percussion instruments can be found

1

Arnold Schoenberg’s Pierrot Lunaire (1914) is scored for voice, flute/piccolo,
clarinet/bass clarinet, violin/viola, violoncello, and piano.
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immediately preceding the score (see page 2), but an abbreviated list of characters and
instruments is provided below.
Singers:
Beggar Woman (soprano)
Madame Mayor (mezzo-soprano)
Street Meat Vendor, the Mayor’s illicit love interest (baritone)
Miss, the Mayor’s assistant (soprano)
Other Beggars (2)
The Mayor’s Council (3)
Members of the Press (2)
Security Guards (2, non-singing)
Instruments:
Bass Clarinet in Bb (doubling Clarinet in Bb)
Horn in F
Violin
Violoncello
Piano
Percussion (1 player)

Synopsis
A three-minute instrumental movement opens the opera as the lights slowly come up on the set,
the street outside City Hall in the present day. The poor are sleeping on benches, sifting through
trash cans, and beginning to harass passers-by for spare change. The music is uneasy,
foreshadowing trouble to come.

As Scene One begins, the poor accost Madame Mayor on her way to work at City Hall. Among
the poor is the Beggar Woman, heavily pregnant. The Mayor tries to avoid contact with the
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crowd as she stops to buy her lunch from the Street Meat Vendor, with whom it becomes clear
she is having a secret affair. The Beggar Woman sees the two lovers but says nothing.

Moments later, in Scene Two, the Mayor observes the chaos and depravity of the city from the
window of her comfortable office in City Hall. She instructs her assistant, Miss, to summon her
advisory council. When they arrive, the Mayor explains the urgency of finding a solution to the
problem of poverty in the city, both for the city’s good (the poor are an “eyesore” and a
“burden”) and – more importantly – in order to ensure her re-election. Each member of the
advisory council proposes several solutions, all of which are deemed inadequate. Eventually the
advisory council proposes the ultimate solution: enact a law forcing the poor to sell their only
assets – their children – for the dinner tables of the wealthy. In doing so, the poor would better
their own financial situations and at the same time contribute to the gentrification of the area.
While there is some dismay voiced by Miss, the plan is heartily endorsed by the Mayor.

Scene Three takes place several months later, outside City Hall. The Street Meat Vendor tends to
his grill while the Beggar Woman, no longer pregnant, looks on in horror. She realizes that her
child, whom she has given up, is about to be the first one consumed under the Mayor’s new plan.
The Mayor exits City Hall and a circus-like press conference begins. The Mayor poses for
cameras as she takes a bite out of a juicy sandwich prepared by the Street Meat Vendor. The
Beggar Woman, uncomfortable and still in shock, is drawn into the ceremony and awarded an
oversized cheque for the sale of her child. The Mayor is asked about her own (now obvious)
pregnancy, and confirms that she and her husband are indeed expecting a baby. No longer able to
contain her anger, the Beggar Woman yells to the press that the Mayor has been having an affair
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with the Street Meat Vendor and the Mayor’s husband is not, in fact, the baby’s father. Chaos
ensues as the media fans the flames of scandal into a frenzy. The scene ends with the heartbroken
Beggar Woman lamenting the loss of her child while the bitterly defeated and humiliated Mayor
looks on.

Scene Four, the opera’s final scene, takes place one year later. The disgraced Mayor has given
birth to her child and is now homeless, begging on the street outside City Hall. She tries to hide
her infant under her coat so as to avoid having the child taken from her and sold. The Beggar
Woman, now a successful businesswoman, passes by and hears the child crying. She recognizes
the former Mayor and, vengeful, calls for security guards to take the baby away. The Mayor
pleads for her child’s life, but the wheels of the law she herself put into place have already been
set in motion.

Compositional Choices and Musical Influences
In writing A Modest Proposal I have made a number of guiding compositional and aesthetic
choices, most of which take their cue directly from the work’s source. First, as in Swift’s essay, I
have aimed to make the opera as efficient as possible in its story-telling. In collaboration with the
librettist, the text has been edited and reduced wherever possible, to the point that every
remaining line is necessary for a specific dramatic or musical purpose. I have tried to employ a
similar efficiency in the music, avoiding extended musical interludes or excessive repetition
except for when these devices serve a dramatic purpose. At the same time, I have tried to write
very natural vocal lines and interesting, idiomatic instrumental parts throughout the opera, which
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encourage the performers to engage with and commit to the musical material for its own sake,
apart from the narrative that the voices and instruments support.

Second, related to the guiding principle of musical efficiency insofar as it also serves the
narrative, is the value I place on the intelligibility of the text in this work. Careful attention is
paid to prosody, aligning – for the most part – vocal rhythms with those of natural speech.
Melismas are used sparingly and the instrumental writing is kept thin in many places. At some
points of the score, the instrumental accompaniment is omitted altogether so as not to obscure the
words. Text of particular importance is sometimes repeated, and both excessively high and low
portions of the vocal range are avoided for text that is critical to the audience’s understanding of
the opera.

The third compositional choice evidenced throughout the work is the importance of the
instrumental ensemble’s contributions to the meaning of the opera. As one would expect, in
addition to supporting the voices and physical action on stage (and, by extension, the text and
subtexts of the opera) the instruments reinforce the emotional expressions of the singers. For
example, the strings help to express the Mayor’s feelings of tension by playing sul ponticello as
she sings disdainfully of the city’s poor in Scene Two; and the instrumental ensemble’s
subsequent crescendo helps to communicate her deepening frustration with the situation (see bars
193-198). More uniquely, however, the instrumental ensemble in this work provides an
additional layer of meaning by presenting musical quotations from a range of sources that
support and enhance (and sometimes contradict) the sung text. With only two brief exceptions,
all of the quoted musical material in A Modest Proposal is presented by the instruments rather
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than the voices. Specific examples of these quotations will be discussed in Section Two of this
document.

Sincerity of expression is the fourth and final compositional principle that has guided the
creation of this work. While the first impulse of a composer or librettist might be to develop
Swift’s essay into an absurd comedy, with stereotypically humorous musical gestures and
melodramatically “evil” music underscoring the comically grotesque eating of infants, I have
opted for a subtler and more realistic interpretation and treatment of the premise, which is also at
the core of Swift’s own approach. Swift’s narrator emphasizes the rationality of his proposal,
writing that he has “turned [his] thoughts for many years upon this important subject, and
maturely weighed the several schemes of other projectors.”2 Similarly, he states matter-of-factly
and without emotion,
I have been assured by a very knowing American of my acquaintance in London, that a
young healthy child well nursed is at a year old a most delicious, nourishing, and
wholesome food, whether stewed, roasted, baked, or boiled; and I make no doubt that it
will equally serve in a fricassee or a ragout.3
The satire of Swift’s essay is effective precisely because the narrator is utterly unselfconscious,
unaware that his proposal is in fact horrific. What distinguishes my opera from other works in
which evil thoughts, words, and actions are set to ominous music is the sense of normalcy with
which my characters present their thoughts and ideas. Like the narrator in Swift’s essay, the

2

I consulted several editions of Swift’s essay during the creation of this opera, all of
which were essentially the same. For the purposes of this document I cite Jonathan Swift, “A
Modest Proposal,” The Norton Anthology of English Literature, Sixth Ed., W. W. Norton (1996).
To facilitate locating the quoted text in other editions of Swift’s essay, I will refer to paragraphs
rather than page numbers. This quotation is taken from Paragraph 4.
3
Ibid., Paragraph 9.
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characters in the opera are not self-conscious; there is no hint that they consider their own actions
to be deviant in any way. On the contrary, in most cases they believe that their actions are for
both their own personal and the collective good. This perspective has profoundly shaped my
decisions regarding the tone of the work. For example, when the members of the Mayor’s
advisory council propose their plan (bar 354ff) and when the Mayor responds to them (bar
398ff), the music is tense while carefully avoiding musical clichés that might suggest
consciousness of evil intent. Instead of perceiving the Mayor and her entourage as cannibalistic
villains, then, we are able to see them in the opera as human beings who, for a variety of reasons,
make choices that will eventually have consequences. In short, I have aimed to avoid using the
orchestra to project moral judgment onto the antagonists in the opera, cultivating instead a
degree of empathy for them as they are given the benefit of the doubt in their positions of
conflict.

Musically, I have been influenced by the angular, percussive, often aggressive style of Igor
Stravinsky (Les Noces; Le Sacre du Printemps); the folk harmonies and syncopated rhythms of
Béla Bartók (Mikrokosmos); and the expressive sound worlds of George Crumb (Madrigals and
other works). I also continue to be intrigued by György Ligeti’s elegant marrying of virtuosity
with humour (Aventures; Nonsense Madrigals), though because I have chosen not to use the
extended vocal techniques Ligeti employs (in favour of clear text delivery) this is perhaps more
of a philosophical influence than an audible one. The duration and scale of my opera, along with
its rather disturbing subject matter, bring to mind Bartok’s opera Bluebeard’s Castle (19111917) and Arnold Schoenberg’s one-act monodrama, Erwartung (1909), as models for my work.
The centrality of political issues in my opera hints at the influence of John Adams’ Nixon in
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China (1987). Aesthetically, however, I connect this project most to the lyricism and
expressiveness of the music of Alban Berg, particularly his operas, Lulu (1937) and Wozzeck
(1914-1922). The primarily instrumental final scene of Wozzeck, in particular, is for me a model
of orchestral catharsis at the end of an emotionally draining work. While the instrumental
conclusion to A Modest Proposal is significantly shorter than Wozzeck’s final scene, it serves a
similar purpose and provides both a wordless extension of the narrative and an opportunity for
the audience to contemplate and recover from the traumatic events that precede it.

2. Intertextuality and Musical Quotations
As an inter-disciplinary art form, opera draws upon a range of disparate sources to create and
enhance a sense of what the work is about. These varied sources, or intertexts, embedded in the
work bring with them their associated meanings, both to support the libretto and to draw
attention to ideas or relationships that might not otherwise be considered. This opera was
composed with intertextual relationships in mind, and a number of references to other musical
works have been carefully inserted into the score.4 Regardless of whether or not these intertexts
are recognized by listeners, they have helped to shape the direction of the opera, and add a
degree of depth for those who are aware of their presence.

4

Particularly helpful in understanding the myriad ways in which intertextuality has been
explored in music are Joseph N. Straus, Remaking the Past: Musical Modernism and the
Influence of the Tonal Tradition, Harvard UP (1990) and Michael L. Klein, Intertextuality in
Western Art Music, Indiana UP (2005). While Straus and Klein discuss a range of historical
approaches to referencing the musical canon, my opera uses the relatively straightforward
quotation of music and text as the primary means of creating associations beyond the work.
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First among the intertextual sources in A Modest Proposal is the satirical essay from which the
work is adapted, the language, tone, and style of which have been incorporated into the libretto
by Lisa Codrington. I have also employed a number of carefully-selected musical quotations
from a range of sources that further enhance the opera’s meaning, and will discuss both the
quotation of text and music in the following pages.

Textual Sources
The libretto of A Modest Proposal, by Lisa Codrington, retains a very close connection to the
language of Jonathan Swift’s original essay. A significant number of words and phrases have
been taken directly from the source, which helps to preserve much of Swift’s tone. For example,
the Mayor’s lament for her city (and for her own career prospects) at the beginning of Scene
Two expresses her “melancholy” at the “beggars… in rags… importuning… for an alms,” words
taken directly from Swift’s opening paragraph (see bar 170ff of the opera).5

True to the style of the essay, the libretto also retains Swift’s brevity and the directness of his
language. Whereas other writers might employ innuendo instead of directly proposing infanticide
and cannibalism,6 Swift, and Codrington after him, suggests these ideas without hesitation. As
forthrightly as Swift’s narrator proposes that “a young healthy child well nursed is at a year old a
5

Jonathan Swift, “A Modest Proposal,” The Norton Anthology of English Literature,
Sixth Ed., W. W. Norton (1996): Paragraph 1.
6
Stephen Sondheim’s 1979 musical, Sweeney Todd, is a delightful example of this type
of innuendo, though it is antithetical to Swift’s approach (and to mine in this opera). When
Sondheim’s Sweeney Todd and Mrs. Lovett sing of using “A Little Priest” in their meat pies at
the end of Act One, they do so with a knowing smile, delighting in the awareness of their
deviance and sharing that twisted pleasure with the audience. In this opera, as in Swift’s essay,
the characters behave despicably but without any of the self-awareness seen in Sondheim’s
characters.
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most delicious, nourishing, and wholesome food, whether stewed, roasted, baked, or boiled; and
I make no doubt that it will equally serve in a fricassee or a ragout,”7 so too do the Mayor and
her council in the opera (using, again, many of the same words; see bar 354ff of the opera).
There is neither apology nor knowing wink in Swift’s work, and this operatic adaptation is
similarly straight-faced. Table 1 lists a selection of other portions of the libretto that align very
closely, if not exactly, with Swift’s text.

7

Jonathan Swift, “A Modest Proposal,” The Norton Anthology of English Literature,
Sixth Ed., W. W. Norton (1996): Paragraph 9.
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Essay Text (Swift)

Libretto (Codrington)

It is a melancholy object to those who walk
through this great town or travel in the
country, when they see the streets… crowded
with beggars of the female sex, followed by
three, four, or six children, all in rags and
importuning every passenger for an alms.
(Paragraph 1)

As Mayor of this great city
It makes me melancholy
To see the streets crowded and shrouded
With beggars bearing babes in rags
Holding out their palms
Importuning for an alms
(bar 170ff)

…this prodigious number of children… is in
the present deplorable state of the kingdom a
very great additional grievance…
(Paragraph 2)

The prodigious number of poor
Are a public eyesore
A financial burden
And a civic disgrace.
(bar 243ff)

…whoever could find out a fair, cheap, and
easy method of making these children sound,
useful members of the commonwealth, would
deserve so well of the public as to have his
statue set up for a preserver of the nation.
(Paragraph 2)

Propose a cheap and easy solution
Causing minimal pollution
Or we will not win
The upcoming mayoral race.
(bar 250ff)

…thereby have avoided such a perpetual
sense of misfortunes as they have since gone
through…
(Paragraph 32)

Instead of living in perpetual misfortune
Without shelter, clothing, or food
At a year old
The poor could be sold
As gourmet cuisine
To the rich and the clean!
(bar 354)

I fortunately fell upon this proposal, which, as
it is wholly new, so it hath something solid
and real, of no expense and little trouble…
(Paragraph 31)

This plan is wholly new
Solid and real
Of no expense
And little trouble.
(bar 409ff)

Table 1. Comparison of selected text from Jonathan Swift’s “A Modest Proposal” and the
libretto by Lisa Codrington.
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Musical Quotations
Careful selection and placement of a number of musical quotations throughout the opera creates
a secondary perspective from which to consider the work’s themes. While in most cases the
quoted material is fragmented and altered to a significant degree, it will at times become obvious
to the listener, if only briefly.

Most of the quoted material in A Modest Proposal relates in some way to children, who are
otherwise absent from the opera despite being critical to the work’s central conflict. Musical
quotations that suggest childhood enable the voiceless victims of the Mayor’s plan to be heard in
the opera’s subtext. The musical work upon which I have most heavily drawn is Gustav Mahler’s
Kindertotenlieder (1905), orchestral settings of five poems by Friedrich Rückert on the death of
children. The themes of loss and guilt in Rückert’s text have a particular resonance with the
subject matter of this opera, and the borrowing of Mahler’s emotionally charged music helps to
foreshadow and comment on the opera’s tragedy.

The first occurrence of borrowed material from Kindertotenlieder is found when, in the opera’s
overture (bars 6-9 and 12-14), the bass clarinet and horn emerge from the texture to quote in full,
with only a slight rhythmic variation, the entire introductory phrase of the first of the five songs
in the collection, “Nun will die Sonn’ so hell aufgeh’n!” The horn is at the same pitch level as its
source, while the bass clarinet’s line is an octave below where it was originally written for an
oboe. Example 1 shows the opening measures of the Mahler song, while Example 2 shows the
musical quotation in the opera.
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Example 1. Gustav Mahler, Kindertotenlieder. Oboe and horn duet from the introduction to
“Nun will die Sonn’ so hell aufgeh’n!” (bars 1-4). This material appears in bars 6-9 of the opera
score, as shown in Example 2.

Example 2. A Modest Proposal (Overture, bars 5-9). The first half of the introduction to
Mahler’s “Nun will die Sonn’ so hell aufgeh’n!” emerges from the instrumental texture in the
bass clarinet and horn. The quotation continues in bars 12-14.
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This first musical quotation is intended to create a parallel between Mahler’s collection of songs,
where the fate of the children is known, and the opera, where the children’s fates are yet to be
determined. It brings to mind the opening text of Kindertotenlieder, which can be translated as
“Now will the sun rise as brightly as if no misfortune had befallen in the night!”8 As the sun rises
on the opera set, the music foreshadows that a fate similar to that of Mahler’s narrator awaits the
residents of the unnamed city.

A second very brief quotation from “Nun will die Sonn’ so hell aufgeh’n!” occurs in the horn at
the end of the love duet between the Mayor and Street Meat Vendor in Scene One (bars 153154). Mahler’s opening vocal phrase, shown in Example 3, is expressed in diminution by the
horn immediately prior to the lovers being interrupted by the begging poor. Once again recalling
Rückert’s text about the sun rising after misfortune, the quotation here serves as a subtle pivot
between the lovers’ insular world and the pain and suffering around them as they are jolted back
into reality.

Example 3. Gustav Mahler, Kindertotenlieder. Opening vocal line from “Nun will die Sonn’ so
hell aufgeh’n!” (bars 5-8). This material appears in diminution in the horn in bars 153-154 of the
opera score, as shown in Example 4.

8

The English translation is taken from Gustav Mahler, Songs of a Wayfarer and
Kindertotenlieder in Full Score, Dover (1990): x. Text by Friedrich Rückert. The name of the
translator is unfortunately not provided in the score.
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Example 4. A Modest Proposal (Scene One, bars 151-154). A brief quotation of the opening
vocal line from Mahler’s “Nun will die Sonn’ so hell aufgeh’n!” (in diminution in the horn) acts
as a pivot between the Mayor’s and Street Meat Vendor’s insular world and the suffering around
them.

Later in the opera, near the end of the Beggar Woman’s aria in Scene Three, material from the
third of Mahler’s Kindertotenlieder, “Wenn dein Mütterlein,” appears in two back-to-back
quotations. At the aria’s climax, the Beggar Woman sings the opening melodic contour of the
vocal line from “Wenn dein Mütterlein” (shown in Example 5) with an altered rhythm and an F#
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instead of a G as the second-last note (see bars 778-781 of the opera, shown in Example 7). This
is one of only two times in A Modest Proposal that directly-quoted musical material is given to a
voice; most other quotations occur in the instrumental parts.

Example 5. Gustav Mahler, Kindertotenlieder. First vocal phrase from “Wenn dein Mütterlein”
(bars 8-9). This material appears in altered rhythm and with one altered pitch in the Beggar
Woman’s vocal line at bars 778-781 of the opera, as shown in Example 7.

Immediately following this, the opening four bars of the instrumental introduction to “Wenn dein
Mütterlein” are presented (Example 6), but with tension added through dissonant notes sustained
in the horn (see bars 780-783 of the opera, Example 7). The Beggar Woman, like the singer of
the Mahler song, is faced with anguished memories of her deceased child. The text which is
recalled by both of these melodic quotations is, in English: “When your dear mother comes in
the door… my glance falls first not on her face but on the place… where your dear little face
would be if you… came in with her as usual.”9

9

Ibid., xi.
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Example 6. Gustav Mahler, Kindertotenlieder. Orchestral introduction to “Wenn dein
Mütterlein” (bars 1-4). This material appears with the addition of dissonant sustained notes in the
horn at bars 780-783 of the opera, as shown in Example 7.

altered rhythm and melody (F#)

added dissonance in the horn

Example 7. A Modest Proposal (Scene Three, bars 778-784, voice, winds, and strings only). The
first vocal phrase from Mahler’s “Wenn dein Mütterlein” appears in altered rhythm and with one
altered pitch (F#) in the Beggar Woman’s vocal line. This is followed by an exact quotation of
the first four bars of the song’s introduction with the addition of a dissonant horn line.
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I have also drawn, albeit less explicitly, from the fifth song of Kindertotenlieder, “In diesem
Wetter.” Hints at the familiar repeated, driving notes of Mahler’s vocal line (shown in Example
8) are found in the vocal parts of the opera when the Mayor laments “the prodigious number of
poor” (bar 243ff, see Example 9) and again when the Beggar Woman taunts the Mayor about the
fate of “undeclared babies of the poor” (bar 900ff). As well, the ominous quarter-notes
descending by semitone in the accompaniment throughout Mahler’s song are echoed in the opera
by the bass clarinet as the Beggar Woman pleads for alms (bar 56ff, see Example 10) and again
when the disgraced Mayor is begging on the street in Scene Four (bar 814ff). These allusions to
“In diesem Wetter” bring to mind Rückert’s text, set by Mahler, which expresses deep regret at
the decisions which led to the deaths of the narrator’s children, similar in many ways to the
regret experienced by both the Beggar Woman and the Mayor in A Modest Proposal.
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Example 8. Gustav Mahler, Kindertotenlieder. Opening vocal line of “In diesem Wetter!” with
low strings (bars 16-19). Allusions to the repeated notes in the voice can be found in the vocal
lines of bars 243ff and 900ff of the opera, while a variation on the descending quarter-note motif
is suggested in the opera by the bass clarinet in bars 56ff and 814ff. Note that this is only a
partial reproduction of the score for illustrative purposes (winds, brass, and upper strings also
accompany the voice in Mahler’s setting).

Example 9. A Modest Proposal (Scene Two, bars 243-245, vocal line only). Repeated notes in
the voice allude to the opening vocal line of Mahler’s “In diesem Wetter!”

Example 10. A Modest Proposal (Scene One, bars 243-245, voice and bass clarinet). The
chromatic quarter-note pattern suggests the accompaniment of Mahler’s “In diesem Wetter!”
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Claude Debussy’s Children’s Corner makes an appearance in A Modest Proposal, with a
significant degree of irony, to evoke both the playful innocence of childhood and the child-like
behaviour of the central characters. In the opening of Scene Three of the opera I quote fragments
from the sixth work in Debussy’s collection, the familiar “Golliwogg’s Cakewalk” (See Example
11). The immediately recognizable rhythm and contour of this movement’s opening phrase are
heard in the cello and echoed by temple blocks, as shown in Example 12. The piano, too, hints at
the jaunty accompanying figuration that forms the background layer of Debussy’s work, over
which the melody emerges (bars 448ff of the opera; see Example 13).

The use of “Golliwogg’s Cakewalk” in the opera highlights the naïveté of the Street Meat
Vendor. It also reinforces our sense of the imbalance of power between classes in the opera by
bringing to mind the cakewalk dances of African-American slaves of the Nineteenth Century.
Significantly, as with the quotations from Kindertotenlieder, the positioning of Debussy’s
playful work in A Modest Proposal draws attention to the conspicuous absence of children from
the stage. Through this brief hint at Debussy’s music at the beginning of the opera’s third scene,
the audience is subtly reminded that there are, in fact, children in the scene, if only on the Street
Meat Vendor’s grill.
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Example 11. Claude Debussy, Children’s Corner. Theme from movement six, “Golliwogg’s
Cakewalk” (bars 10-13). The first two bars of the upper-voice melody are alluded to in the opera
by the cello (bars 440 and 442, as shown in Example 12) while the left-hand accompanying
figure is hinted at beginning in bar 448 (see Example 13).

Example 12. A Modest Proposal (Scene Three, bars 440-443, violoncello, percussion, and piano
only). The cello alludes to the main theme from Debussy’s “Golliwogg’s Cakewalk” one
measure at a time, echoed by the temple blocks.
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Example 13. A Modest Proposal (Scene Three, bars 447-453). The piano part in 2/4 time
suggests the left hand piano figuration of Debussy’s “Golliwogg’s Cakewalk.”

In “Golliwogg’s Cakewalk” Debussy, in mock-seriousness, quotes the opening to Wagner’s
Prelude to Tristan und Isolde, punctuated by laugh-like staccato chords. In a subtle nod to both
Debussy and Wagner I, too, include a fleeting hint of the Prelude at the end of the Street Meat
Vendor’s declaration of his love for the Mayor in Scene Three. The semitone movement in the
upper voice of the “Tristan chord” resolution (shown in Example 14) is echoed in A Modest
Proposal by the violin and piano in bar 506, albeit over a different harmonic progression.
Through this two-note gesture Tristan’s themes of love and death are momentarily evoked, as is
Debussy’s playful treatment of the same material.
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Example 14. Richard Wagner, Prelude to Tristan und Isolde. Piano reduction of the opening
phrase (bars 1 to 3). The melodramatic semitone resolution in the upper voice is alluded to in the
violin and piano at bars 505-506 of A Modest Proposal (see Example 15).

Example 15. A Modest Proposal (Scene Three, bars 502-506). Allusion to the Prelude to
Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde.
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Perhaps not surprisingly in an opera about children, two traditional lullabies are woven into the
score of A Modest Proposal. Both were selected because of their familiar melodies as well as the
profoundly tragic texts associated with them. While ostensibly sung to calm a child, the final
verses of both “All the Pretty Little Horses” and “All Through the Night” speak of impending
danger and death. The tension inherent in lullabies with mixed messages (safety, sadness, fear)
mirrors and enhances the central conflict of A Modest Proposal, and the quotations are
particularly poignant as both the Beggar Woman and the Mayor in the opera navigate their own
relationships with their infant children.

“All the Pretty Little Horses,” an African-American lullaby, is from the perspective of a slave
caring for the child of her master while her own child is neglected. The entire melody and text of
the lullaby is included in Example 16. The rarely-sung second verse describes a “poor wee little
lamby, the bees and butterflies pickin’ at its eyes,” presumably dead, having cried in vain for its
mother. To bring these themes of maternal care, loss, and helplessness into A Modest Proposal, I
have included a brief quotation of the melody presented by clarinet and echoed by the violin as
the Beggar Woman grieves the loss of her child at the end of Scene Three (bars 744-748).
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Hush-a-bye, don’t you cry,
Go to sleepy little baby.
When you wake, you’ll have cake,
And all the pretty little horses.
Way down yonder, down in the meadow,
There’s a poor wee little lamby.
The bees and the butterflies pickin’ at its eyes,
The poor wee thing cried for her mammy.

Example 16. Music and text of “All the Pretty Little Horses,” an African-American lullaby. The
melody is presented in the clarinet (bars 744-748) and violin (bars 746-748), under the Beggar
Woman’s aria at the end of Scene Three (see Example 17).
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Example 17. A Modest Proposal (Scene Three, bars 744-748). Quotation of melodic material
from “All the Pretty Little Horses” is circled in the clarinet and violin parts.

Of Welsh origin, the lullaby “All Through the Night” also addresses the death of a loved one in
its final verses. Shown in Example 18, it draws further attention to the anguish and helplessness
of the Beggar Woman’s grief. When the Mayor interrupts the Beggar Woman’s lament to
aggressively state, “You could not care for your baby. It was dead already,” the clarinet, violin,
and cello present the lullaby’s opening gesture in stretto to emphasize the parallels between the
Beggar Woman’s tragic situation and the lullaby’s heartbreaking final verse (see Example 19,
bars 757-759).
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Sleep, my child, and peace attend thee
All through the night
Guardian angels God will send thee
All through the night
Soft the drowsy hours are creeping
Hill and dale in slumber sleeping
I my loving vigil keeping
All through the night

Though I roam a minstrel lonely
All through the night
My true harp shall praise sing only
All through the night
Love’s young dream, alas, is over
Yet my strains of love shall hover
Near the presence of my lover
All through the night

While the moon her watch is keeping
All through the night
While the weary world is sleeping
All through the night
O’er thy spirit gently stealing
Visions of delight revealing
Breathes a pure and holy feeling
All through the night

Hark, a solemn bell is ringing
Clear through the night
Thou, my love, art heavenward winging
Home through the night
Earthly dust from off thee shaken
Soul immortal shalt thou awaken
With thy last dim journey taken
Home through the night

Example 18. Music and text of “All Through the Night,” a Welsh lullaby. The melody is quoted
in the clarinet, violin, and cello in bars 757-759 of the opera (see Example 19).
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Example 19. A Modest Proposal (Scene Three, bars 756-759, voices, winds, and strings only).
The beginning of “All Through the Night” is quoted in stretto in the clarinet, violin, and cello.

“All Through the Night” returns in Scene Four when the Mayor, now disgraced and begging on
the streets with her newborn child, sings a panicked lullaby to quiet her baby. Both the vocal line
and the horn present the opening phrase of “All Through the Night” in a slightly altered rhythm
(see Example 20, bar 828ff). As a new mother in a desperate situation, the Mayor sings the first
tune that comes to her mind, unaware that the motif signals the impending loss of her own child
just as it did the Beggar Woman’s.
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Example 20. A Modest Proposal (Scene Four, bars 828-835, vocal line only). The melody of
“All Through the Night” is expressed with altered rhythm (in 5/8 time) as the disgraced Mayor
sings to her newborn baby.

One final musical quotation in A Modest Proposal is taken from the familiar opening of the
eighth movement of Schoenberg’s Pierrot Lunaire, “Nacht.” The introduction is scored by
Schoenberg for bass clarinet, cello, and piano, and appears unaltered in the opera after the Mayor
is disgraced and collapses in defeat toward the end of Scene Three (Example 21, bar 727ff). The
quotation evokes images from the poetry set by Schoenberg and a sense of deep despair and
hopelessness: “Dark, black giant moths / Killed the brightness of the sun. / Like a closed book of
magic spells, / The horizon rests – mutely.”10

10

The English translation of the French poems by Albert Giraud (through the German
translation by Otto Erich Hartleben) is by Stanley Appelbaum in Arnold Schoenberg, Verklärte
Nacht and Pierrot Lunaire, Dover (1994): 58.
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Example 21. A Modest Proposal (Scene Three, bars 727-733). A direct quotation of the opening
of “Nacht” from Arnold Schoenberg’s Pierrot Lunaire underscores the Mayor’s deep despair and
recalls to mind the dark poetry of Albert Giraud.
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3. Other Compositional Elements
This section will briefly highlight some of the other features of A Modest Proposal, including
aspects of its formal structure, recurring motives, melody, rhythm, harmony, and orchestration.

Formal Structure and Recurring Material
A Modest Proposal is in four scenes preceded by a brief overture, approximately 45 minutes in
total duration. Scenes increase in length and intensity as they approach the opera’s pivotal third
scene, which is approximately 17 minutes in duration. The final scene, which is just over eight
minutes long, brings the work to a second point of intense conflict before the opera concludes.

A foundational premise underpinning the story is the striking similarity between the Beggar
Woman and the Mayor; they are in many ways two sides of the same character. Over the course
of events in the opera, the two women effectively (though unwillingly) exchange places socioeconomically, in attitude, and in terms of the power they wield. To mirror and emphasize this
character transformation, the two women also exchange musical material in the opera’s final
scene. Musical material that first appears at the beginning of the opera associated with the
Beggar Woman, for instance, returns at the work’s conclusion in association with the disgraced
Mayor. The return of musical material creates a set of “bookends” for the opera that highlight the
circular nature of its narrative. The audience is led to consider whether anything in the city has
changed or whether the status quo in fact continues, despite the implementation of the Mayor’s
life-altering plan.
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One of the clearest reuses of musical material in the opera occurs when the pleading music of the
poor at the beginning of Scene One (bar 44ff) returns in Scene Four to accompany the Mayor
begging on the street (bar 803ff). Similarly, the intense build-up to the end of the Overture (bar
38ff) returns at the opera’s conclusion, this time with weightier significance, when Miss informs
the disgraced Mayor that her child is “already gone” (bar 945ff). Examples 22 and 23 illustrate
the ironic power of recurring material when the music from the Mayor’s calculated explanation
of the poverty problem to her council (bar 238ff) returns in the final scene accompanying the
Beggar Woman’s cruel taunts (bar 895ff).

Example 22. A Modest Proposal (Scene Two, bars 243-247). The Mayor addresses her advisors.
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Example 23. A Modest Proposal (Scene Four, bars 900-904). Musical material originally
presented when the Mayor addresses her advisory council returns, reorchestrated and with irony,
when the Beggar Woman taunts the disgraced Mayor at the opera’s conclusion.

Musical material also recurs within individual characters’ parts over the course of the opera,
often with slightly different meaning. For example, the gentle, pedaled piano figuration that
accompanies the Mayor’s initial amazement at her council’s proposed plan (bar 402ff) returns
when she tells the press that she would give up her own child if circumstances required it (bar
656ff) and also when she sings a nervous lullaby to her own child immediately before it is taken
from her in the final scene (bar 825ff). With each successive occurrence, the meaning associated
with this theme changes; what begins as an expression of naïveté develops into one of jaded
worldliness by the opera’s end. The theme’s meter changes over the course of the work, from a
regular 3/4 in the first instance, to 4/4, and then to an uneasy 5/8. See Examples 24, 25, and 26.
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Example 24. A Modest Proposal (Scene Two, bars 402-405, voice and piano only). The first
occurrence of this accompaniment figuration, diatonic and in 3/4 time, suggests a certain
innocent wonder.

Example 25. A Modest Proposal (Scene Three, bars 656-660, voice and piano only). When this
accompaniment figuration returns with some limited chromaticism, the Mayor is sincere but still
very naïve.

Example 26. A Modest Proposal (Scene Four, bars 825-830, voice and piano only). The final
time this figure appears it is in 5/8 time as the Mayor, broken, sings a lullaby to her child.
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The music in 7/8 that accompanies the more aggressive begging in the first scene (bar 75ff)
likewise transforms when it later underscores the Beggar Woman’s angry calls for the police to
take the Mayor’s child from her (bar 862ff), shifting the meaning it expresses from desperation
to powerful anger. A similar shift in meaning also occurs when the music accompanying the
council’s initial, non-threatening proposals to the Mayor in Scene Two (see Example 27, bar
293ff) return in Scene Three, re-orchestrated and transposed, as the music of the aggressive Press
(bars 556ff, 590ff, 622ff, 650ff, and 687ff). Example 27 shows this figure as it first appears in
Scene Two, and subsequent iterations are readily found throughout Scene Three.

Example 27. A Modest Proposal (Scene Two, bars 293-296, piano only). This figure, first
accompanying the initial proposals of the Mayor’s advisory council, is developed over the course
of the opera and becomes increasingly aggressive.

Melodic Construction and Text-Setting
The vocal lines in the opera have been carefully constructed to allow singers to create and sustain
a beautiful sound while at the same time rendering the text intelligible. In almost all cases, vocal
melodies are determined by the needs of the text. Most of the text is set syllabically, though
melismas do occur at points that warrant particular dramatic or emotional emphasis. Step-wise
motion features prominently in my melodic construction, as do leaps of a tritone.
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Repetition of important words and phrases occurs throughout the opera, as does the reduction or
omission of the accompaniment at critical junctures, both for clarity and for dramatic effect. One
example of this occurs in the first scene when the Beggar Woman pleads that she has “a baby on
the way” which, at that point, might understandably be dismissed as an insignificant supporting
detail (bars 87-92). However, because her comment is in fact a carefully placed foreshadowing
of the prominent role infants will have in the conflict that unfolds, I emphasize the word “baby”
by repeating it a total of three times. The last of these repetitions is a cappella, with a fermata,
following an octave leap to highlight both the innocence of the word (suggested by the
consonance of the octave) and its importance to the plot. See Example 28.

Example 28. A Modest Proposal (Scene One, bars 87-92). Emphasis on the word “baby”
through repetition and a fermata without accompaniment foreshadows the dramatic importance
of children in the opera.
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Instrumental melodies in the opera demonstrate more rhythmic freedom than do the vocal
melodies. The instrumental parts often feature short, fast, distinctive gestures which begin and/or
end on a longer sustained note. Example 29 illustrates several of these gestures, which occur in
different variations throughout the opera. While most of the gestures of this type in the opera are
uni-directional, going either up or down, the piano and percussion parts sometimes contain
derivative gestures constructed from arcs of pitches that return to rest near their starting note.

Example 29. A Modest Proposal (Overture, bars 31-34). Distinct musical gestures that share the
common characteristic of a fast upward and/or downward succession of notes, beginning and/or
ending on a longer, sustained pitch. The second highlighted figure in the piano illustrates an
“arc” gesture, which is (loosely) derived from the others.
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Both the vocal and instrumental musical materials in the opera are also guided by the physical
action taking place on stage. At select moments, I have created musical gestures designed to
prompt (or necessitate) physical action when the opera is performed. For example, when the
Mayor summons Miss to her office in Scene Two, the pair of gestures in the bass clarinet and
temple blocks defines the skittish physical character of Miss’s entrance (see Example 30, bars
224-225). Similarly, when the Beggar Woman and Vendor stand awkwardly in Scene Three,
waiting for the press conference to begin, the percussion gestures (with long rests) cue their
uneasy physicality (bars 544-548). Likewise, when the Mayor, overwhelmed by the accusations
of the Beggar and the questions of the Press, raises her hands in defeat, her movements are
guided by the music that builds to a climax before being interrupted by a long, dramatic silence
(bars 717-718).

Example 30. A Modest Proposal (Scene Two, bars 223-228). Physical action is often cued by
musical gestures in the opera, such as in this scene where the bass clarinet and temple blocks
determine the scurrying character of Miss’s entrance.
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Rhythm
I have aimed to write rhythmic gestures that are sophisticated yet still performable, particularly
for the voice. Tuplets feature prominently in the opera, especially groups of three, five and seven
notes, and they act as a balance to the regular pulse that underpins much of the score. Changing
and irregular meters (5/8 and 7/8) add further variation and rhythmic uncertainty and are of
particular effectiveness during points of tension in the opera, such as when the poor become
increasingly agitated in Scene One (bar 75ff), or when the Mayor sings a nervous lullaby to her
child in Scene Four (refer to Example 26, bar 825ff).

In the vocal parts of A Modest Proposal, dotted rhythms are usually used to signify order,
control, and detachment from the concerns of the impoverished population, and thus are almost
exclusively found in the lines sung by the Mayor and her council. Example 31 illustrates one
instance of this from when the Mayor and her council are considering possible solutions to the
problem of poverty (bar 286ff).

Example 31. A Modest Proposal (Scene Two, bars 286-291, voices only). Dotted rhythms in the
vocal lines often signal power, control, and aloofness from the realities of daily life, as shown
here.
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Similarly, when one of the Mayor’s advisors remarks, “Why waste time on insincerity?” in
dotted rhythm, it is clearly sung from a position of detached privilege and not heartfelt care (see
Example 32, bar 382ff). The formal, stilted expression of the sentence suggests an artificiallyrefined, insincere attitude, which is my intent. The poor and vulnerable, in contrast, tend to sing
without the precision of dotted rhythms.

Example 32. A Modest Proposal (Scene Two, bars 382-383, voice only). Dotted rhythms again
indicate the detachment of those in power.

The manipulation and transformation of simple rhythmic material is a device that I employ
throughout the opera in order to create continuity and a sense of forward motion. The repeated
pattern of four piano chords that opens Scene Two, for example (see Example 33, bar 164ff),
recurs in rhythmic and harmonic transformation at several points later in the opera. At bar 215,
the four-chord group is presented in an aggressive 6/8 meter, but the fourth chord is syncopated
when the meter shifts to 5/8 in the following bar (see Example 34). Beginning in bar 232, the
same rhythmic idea is again presented at a slower tempo, this time in the strings, fragmented, and
with beats not occurring when expected, as shown in Example 35. The effect is that the four-note
pattern initially presented is now heard as groups of three. Other iterations of this musical idea
are also found in Scene Three, where the chords punctuate Miss’s hurried preparations for the
press conference, and also in Scene Four.
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Example 33. A Modest Proposal (Scene Two, bars 164-167, piano only). A simple succession of
piano chords recurs and is developed throughout the opera.

Example 34. A Modest Proposal (Scene Two, bars 215-218, piano only). Changing meter and
syncopation – along with enhanced density, new articulation markings, and dynamics –
transform the musical idea into a more forceful motive.

Example 35. A Modest Proposal (Scene Two, bars 232-237, strings only). The reduced-density
four-note pattern is interrupted by rests so that the chords are now heard in groups of three, even
though the original contour of the lines has not changed.
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In a similar way, I have used a simple, driving rhythmic idea first heard in Scene Two (bar 293ff,
see Example 27, above) as the thread that connects much of the action in Scene Three, much like
a ritornello. The repeated eighth notes in 4/4 time, with an accent on the fourth quarter note of
each bar, return each time the members of the press question the Mayor. With each successive
recurrence, the rhythms are altered slightly and the pitch level increases. Example 36 illustrates
the first time this musical idea appears in Scene Three (bar 556ff), and other instances are readily
observable throughout the scene, primarily in the string and piano parts. Even when decorated
with ornamentation, variations in the surface rhythm, and changes in pitch, the underlying
rhythmic idea is still discernable and helps to maintain the momentum of a scene that is filled
with interruptions.

Example 36. A Modest Proposal (Scene Three, bars 556-560, strings only). This simple musical
idea, first heard in Scene Two, acts as a ritornello in Scene Three. Each successive iteration
increases in intensity by rising in pitch and varying the surface rhythms (as shown in bars 559560, above).

There are two additional rhythmic ideas that recur and are developed throughout the opera, and
which warrant a brief acknowledgement here. The first of these is the fanfare rhythm of two
sixteenth notes followed by a longer note, usually presented in the winds, which is used as a
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signifier of various types and degrees of power. It first occurs, somewhat unsettled in 5/8 time,
before the Street Meet Vendor begins to sing in Scene One (bar 104ff). This fanfare motive is
presented more forcefully before the Mayor addresses the Press in Scene Three (bar 562ff) and
also before Miss presents the Mayor with a cheque for the sale of her baby in Scene Four (bar
927ff). Other expressions of the rhythmic motive occur throughout the opera and it becomes an
easily-identifiable signal of power and control.

The final rhythmic idea that warrants a brief discussion here is the typically neo-Classical device
of placing emphasis on half-beats (or off-beats) as a means of building intensity. An obvious
example of this syncopation can be found in the strings in Scene Four, just before the Beggar
Woman calls for the Security Guards to take the Mayor’s child from her (see Example 37, bars
859-861). Similar rhythmic approaches can be found in Scene Two as the Mayor’s frustration
with her city’s problems builds (bar 197, piano part), and in Scene Four when the Beggar
Woman begins to taunt the Mayor about the fate of her child (bar 901ff, piano part).

Example 37. A Modest Proposal (Scene Four, bars 859-861, strings only). A typically neoClassical device, syncopation, is used during passages of increasing intensity, often accompanied
by a crescendo.
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Harmony
The musical language I employ in A Modest Proposal does not conform to one particular
harmonic system or set of rules. There is, however, a general stylistic consistency throughout the
work that creates a sense of aesthetic unity. The opera’s harmonies are at times guided by the use
of changing pitch centres, usually found in the bass notes but sometimes also expressed as
repeated pitches in an upper register. One of the clearest examples of this is in the first scene,
where the right hand of the piano anchors the musical texture with a repeated E for an extended
period (see Example 38, bar 75ff). Around this pedal point, the piano and the rest of the
ensemble venture to nearby pitch classes (in mod-12 terms; D and Eb feature prominently, for
example). When more distantly related pitches appear in this passage, they are generally shorter
and ornamental; a fleeting hint before returning to E. Interestingly, this passage also illustrates
the completion of a twelve-tone aggregate with the appearance of F# in the violin at a
structurally significant juncture, the end of the phrase.

The left hand of the piano in Example 38 also illustrates the intervals of major and minor ninths
and sevenths as an important part of my harmonic design. These dyads, (01) and (02) in pitchclass set terms, simultaneously project both confidence and the tension of dissonance when their
constituent pitches are separated by an octave. The series of simple piano chords that opens
Scene Two (bar 164ff, as shown in Example 33, above) is a succession of major sevenths that
will be obvious even to the casual listener, and similar sonorities appear throughout the score.
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Example 38. A Modest Proposal (Scene One, bars 75-79). The right hand of the piano
establishes E as a pedal point around which other pitches are presented. The left hand presents
several intervals of a minor ninth, a prominent harmony throughout the opera. Note that the F# in
the violin (circled) completes the 12-tone aggregate at the end of the phrase. This is a transposing
score.

Just as leaps of a tritone are an integral part of the melodic language of A Modest Proposal, so
too are tritones important to the opera’s harmonies. Pitch class sets (06) and (016) are frequently
employed harmonies throughout the work, in both the vocal lines and in the instrumental texture.
The C-C#-G of the Beggar Woman’s melody beginning in bar 56 is a clear statement of the
(016) trichord. When the next pitch, F#, is considered, the notes form an (0156) tetrachord, or a
pair of overlapping (016) trichords, as illustrated in Example 39. The repeated chords in Scene
Two, heard first in the piano (bar 293ff, as shown in Example 27), also feature the tritone
prominently as a harmonic interval.
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Example 39. A Modest Proposal (Scene One, bars 56-57, voice only). Two overlapping (016)
trichords form a (0156) tetrachord in the Beggar Woman’s opening melody. These harmonies
occur throughout the opera, as in Example 40, below.

(016)

(0156)

(016)

(0156)

(016)

(0156)

(0156)

(0156)

Example 40. A Modest Proposal (Scene One, bars 45-50). Pitch class sets (0156) and its subset
(016) appear consistently throughout the opera, as illustrated in this excerpt.
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Occasional allusions to tonality in A Modest Proposal typically signal innocence or naïveté, such
as when the Mayor and Street Meat Vendor sing their brief love duet in Scene One (bars 146154). Consonance, at least in tonal terms, is used here to comment on both the cliché of the
relationship and the lovers’ blissful unawareness of the consequences to follow. The final four
vocal notes of the section are in consonant, parallel minor tenths (bars 151-153, see Example 41).

Example 41. A Modest Proposal (Scene One, bars 151-153, voices only). The Beggar Woman
and Street Meat Vendor sing in parallel minor tenths to suggest their innocence and naïveté.

Though they occur infrequently, major triads are used at several critical moments in the opera
with very clear intent. One such triadic moment is when, at the end of Scene Two, the Mayor and
her advisors celebrate their new plan. The voices and instruments resolve to a sustained A-major
triad that signals both their joy and their overconfidence (see Example 42, bar 423ff). Other
example of major triads used in this way include the F-major triad that appears at bar 644 when
the Mayor announces her pregnancy to the Press, and the music that accompanies the Mayor’s
grand entrance to and exit from the press conference in Scene Three (bars 549-555 and 670-674).
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Example 42. A Modest Proposal (Scene Two, bars 423-427, voices only). The voices resolve to
a very obvious A-major triad in bar 427, emphasizing the naïveté of the Mayor and her advisors.

I conclude this brief discussion of selected harmonic elements in A Modest Proposal with a short
comment on the allusion to the Prelude of Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde, discussed earlier in this
document and shown in Examples 14 and 15. While the two works do not share harmonic
objectives, they are linked by their similar use of stepwise voice-leading in the upper voices and
subsequent resolution to dominant-seventh chords, as illustrated in Example 43.

Resolution
to E7

Tristan prelude (bars 2-3)

Resolution to C#7 with added P4
(F=E#)

A Modest Proposal (bars 505-506)

Example 43. Harmonic comparison of the “Tristan” chord from the Prelude to Richard
Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde and the Street Meat Vendor’s swooning in A Modest Proposal
(Scene Three, bars 505-506). Both share stepwise motion in the upper voices and resolution to a
dominant seventh chord.
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Orchestration
The small ensemble that accompanies A Modest Proposal is used to create a rich, full sound.
Sometimes the instrumental writing is aggressive, and intentionally so, such that strong operatic
voices are necessary for the performance of this work. All of the instrumental lines exhibit a high
degree of independence, and much of the texture is polyphonic. In general, though not
exclusively, the horn and clarinet are heard as a pair, as are the strings. The piano grounds the
work harmonically by sounding pedal tones and playing repeated notes which act as the
ensemble’s tonal centre, and also rhythmically, through its articulation of many of the opera’s
most striking rhythmic patterns. A number of diverse percussion instruments are employed for
the color and intensity they provide. The force of the bass drum is a particularly important part of
the opera’s sound palette, bringing depth and gravity to moments of particular intensity in the
work. In Scene Four, for example, the deep reverberations of the bass drum punctuate the Beggar
Woman’s taunting of the distraught Mayor (as illustrated in Example 23, above).

While I have not confined each instrument in the ensemble to a particular musical or dramatic
character (they all participate throughout), there are several sounds that are associated with
specific characters, attitudes, or emotions. Temple blocks, for instance, are often (though not
exclusively) used during scenes in which the Mayor and her council speak. Their clear wooden
sound matches the middle- and upper-classes’ clean and orderly dispositions. In contrast,
cowbells – with their rural associations and complex overtones – are used when the poor are
introduced. When these two worlds collide, such as in Scene Three when the Beggar Woman and
Vendor stand uncomfortably awaiting the press conference, the temple blocks and cowbells are
heard in awkward succession (bars 545-547). In a similar pairing of sound with character, and as
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discussed above, the horn is often used to signal the power and status of the Mayor through a
classic fanfare (as in bar 562, for example).

Several coloristic effects are used throughout the opera in a somewhat stylized fashion. The
gritty sound of the strings sul ponticello is regularly used to suggest the coarseness of the
begging poor (see bar 58ff, for example). Horn rips, raw and intense sounds, are used sparingly
but effectively to reinforce moments of particular anguish (see bar 72, for example).

Another stylized signal of pathos, and one which I use more frequently, is the use of glissandi
descending by a whole tone as a second instrument holds the starting pitch. While the voices also
use glissandi, the treatment of this effect in the instrumental parts is significantly more consistent
and deliberate. Glissandi occur throughout the opera, but the device is brought to the fore in the
work’s final measures (bar 956ff), suggesting a long and stylized sigh or moan. As illustrated in
Example 44, this final section includes both falling and rising glissandi which suggest the
instrumental ensemble metaphorically tracing the rising and falling (or the exchange of places)
of the opera’s two central characters, the Beggar Woman and the Mayor.
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Example 44. A Modest Proposal (Scene Four, bars 956-962, winds and strings only). Glissandi
both rise and fall in the opera’s final measures, mirroring the exchange of social position of the
two central characters.

By way of conclusion, I would like to very briefly highlight one final recurring musical idea
which was among the first gestures written for the work, and which served as a starting point for
many of the musical ideas that eventually made their way into the score. Shown below in
Example 45, this simple rising line followed by a descending perfect fourth occurs in its clearest
statement at the very end of the opera. Hints at it can be found throughout, however, including in
the Overture (bars 35-38, bass clarinet and violin), in Scene Two (bars 344-346, winds), and
under the final text of the opera: “She is already gone” (bars 942-945, bass clarinet and violin).
Unlike other recurring musical motives in this work that serve a clear semantic purpose, this
gesture is intended to be much more abstract. It acts much like a bell or a signpost, not signaling
any particular meaning but instead reminding listeners that they have entered the world of the
opera.
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Example 45. A Modest Proposal (Scene Four, bars 965-968, piano only). This musical gesture,
which served as the starting point for much of the score, acts as a musical signpost reminding
listeners of their immersion in the constructed world of the opera. Not surprisingly, it features
pitch class sets (0156) and (016).

A Modest Proposal aims to marry a compelling and provocative story with engaging musical
ideas. Its creation has involved not only compositional decisions, but also consideration of
dramaturgical, logistical, and semantic questions. While the preceding discussion of the work
and its development is by no means exhaustive, it introduces some of the work’s foundational
ideas and methods that, I hope, will inform an appreciation of the process and elicit questions
about it.
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